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Abstract

its ability to establish a command and control (C&C)
channel that allows an attacker to remotely control or
update a compromised machine [11]. A number of botinfected machines that are combined under the control
of a single, malicious entity (called the botmaster) are
referred to as a botnet. Such botnets are often abused
as platforms to launch denial of service attacks [26], to
send spam mails [19, 31], or to host scam pages [1].
Traditional means of defense against bots rely on
anti-virus (AV) software installed on end-users’ machines. Unfortunately, as the existence of numerous
botnets demonstrates, these systems are insufficient.
The reason is that they rely on signatures of known
samples, a well-documented limitation [8] that makes it
difficult to keep up with the fast evolution of malware.
To mitigate this limitation, a number of host-based defense systems have been introduced. These systems use
static [9, 23] or dynamic [22, 40] code analysis techniques to capture the behavior of unknown programs.
By comparing the observed behavior to a model that
specifies characteristics of certain types of malware,
previously unknown instances of malicious code can
be identified. However, although useful, these systems
are problematic in practice, as they incur a considerable runtime overhead and require each user to install
the analysis platform.
To complement host-based analysis techniques, it
is desirable to have a network-based detection system
available that can monitor network traffic for indications of bot-infected machines. So far, work to detect
bots at the network-level has proceeded along two main
lines: The first line of research uses vertical correlation
techniques. These techniques focus on the detection
of individual bots, typically by checking for traffic patterns or content that reveal command and control traffic
or malicious, bot-related activities. These systems re-

A botnet is a network of compromised hosts that is under the control of a single, malicious entity, often called
the botmaster. We present a system that aims to detect bot-infected machines, independent of any prior
information about the command and control channels
or propagation vectors, and without requiring multiple
infections for correlation. Our system relies on detection models that target the characteristic fact that every
bot receives commands from the botmaster to which
it responds in a specific way. These detection models
are generated automatically from network traffic traces
recorded from actual bot instances. We have implemented the proposed approach and demonstrate that it
can extract effective detection models for a variety of
different bot families. These models are precise in describing the activity of bots and raise very few false
positives.

1 Introduction
As the popularity of the Internet increases, so does the
number of miscreants who abuse the net for their nefarious purposes. A popular tool of choice for criminals
today are bots. A bot is a type of malware that is written
with the intent of compromising and taking control of
hosts on the Internet. It is typically installed on the victim’s computer by either exploiting a software vulnerability in the web browser or the operating system, or by
using social engineering techniques to trick the victim
into installing the bot herself. Compared to other types
of malware, the distinguishing characteristic of a bot is
This technical report is an extended version of the paper presented by the authors at the ESORICS 2009 conference [38].
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quire prior knowledge about the command and control
channels and the propagation vectors of the bots that
they can detect. The second line of research to detect
bots uses horizontal correlation approaches to analyze
the network traffic for patterns that indicate that two or
more hosts behave similarly. Such similar patterns are
often the result of a command that is sent to several
members of the same botnet, causing the bots to react
in the same fashion (e.g., by starting to scan or to send
spam). The drawback of these approaches is that they
cannot detect individual bots. That is, it is necessary
that at least two hosts in the monitored network(s) are
members of the same botnet.
In this paper, we propose a detection approach to
identify single, bot-infected machines without any prior
knowledge about command and control mechanisms or
the way in which a bot propagates. Our detection model
leverages the characteristic behavior of a bot, which is
that it (a) receives commands from the botmaster, and
(b) carries out some actions in response to these commands. Similar to previous work, we assume that the
command and response activity results in some kind of
network communication that can be observed.
The basic idea of our system is that we can generate
detection models by observing the behavior of bots that
are captured in the wild. More precisely, by launching
a bot in a controlled environment and recording its network activity (traces), we can observe the commands
that this bot receives as well as the corresponding responses. To this end, we present techniques that allow
us to identify points in a network trace that likely correlate with response activity. Then, we analyze the traffic that precedes this response to find the corresponding command. Based on the observations of commands
and responses, we generate detection models that can
be deployed to scan network traffic for similar activity, indicating the fact that a machine is infected by a
bot. Our approach produces specific detection models
that are tailored to bot families or groups of bots related by a common C&C infrastructure. Because the
system is automated, it is easy to quickly generate new
models for bots that implement novel commands and
responses. This is independent of any prior knowledge
of the protocol or the commands that the bot uses.
For our evaluation, we generated detection models
for 18 different bot families, 16 controlled via IRC, one
via HTTP (Kraken), and one via a peer-to-peer network
(Storm Worm). Our results indicate that our system is
able to produce precise detection models that reflect
well the command and response activity of the bots.
These models allow us to identify bot-infected hosts on
a network with a low false positive rate.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We present a model to capture the command and
response activity of bots in network traffic.
• We propose an automated mechanism to generate bot detection models by observing the actual
behavior of bot instances in a controlled environment, without making assumptions about the C&C
mechanisms.
• We demonstrate the feasibility of our approach
by generating detection models for various bot
families (including those controlled via IRC and
HTTP, as well as P2P). These models are effective
in detecting bots with few false positives.

2 System Overview
This section provides an overview of our approach to
generate network-based detection models to identify
bot-infected machines.
The input to our system is a collection of bot binaries. These binaries are collected in the wild, for example, via honeynet systems such as Nepenthes [2], or
through Anubis [5], a malware collection and analysis
platform. The output of our system is a number of models that can be used to detect instances of different bot
families.
The basic idea of our system is to launch a bot in
a controlled environment and let it connect to the Internet. Then, we attempt to identify the commands
that this bot receives as well as its responses to these
commands. Afterwards, these observations are translated into detection models that analyze network traffic
for symptoms of bot-infected machines. The two main
questions that arise are: (a) how are detection models
specified, and (b), how can we generate these models
based on observing bot activity?

2.1 Detection Models
The goal of a detection model is to specify network traffic activity that is indicative of the presence of a botinfected machine.
Stateful models. In our system, a detection model has
two states. The first state of the model specifies signs
in the network traffic that indicate that a particular bot
command is sent. For example, such a sign could be
the occurrence of the string .advscan, which is a
frequently-used command to instruct an IRC bot to start
scanning. Once such a command is identified, the detection model is switched into the second state. This
2

second state specifies the signs that represent a particular bot response. Such a sign could be the fact that the
number of new connections opened by a host is above
a certain threshold, which indicates that a scan is in
progress. When a model is in the second state and the
system identifies activity that matches the specified behavior, a bot infection is reported. If no activity is found
that matches the specification of the second state for a
certain time period, the model is switched back to the
first state. Note that we maintain a different (logical)
model instance for each host that is monitored. That
is, when a command is found to be sent to host x, only
the model for this host is switched to the second state.
Therefore, there is no correlation between the activity
of different hosts. For example, when a scan command
is sent to host x, while immediately thereafter, host y
initiates a scan, no alert is raised.

characters that are transferred, the ports or protocols
that are used, or entropy measurements of packets.
In our current system, we use content-based specifications to model commands, and network-based specifications to model responses. This is a natural approach, where content signatures capture commands
and network models reflect the network activities due
to responses (such as scanning, mass mailing, or binary downloads). However, observe that our general
detection approach allows for alternative implementations. For example, one could use network-based properties to model commands. This might be advantageous when botnets use encrypted command and control channels. In that case, network-based properties
could capture the frequency in which packets are exchanged, the size of packets, or the fact that encrypted
payload is exchanged.

We make use of a stateful model that only labels a
host as bot-infected if the system detects that a command is sent to the host and it witnesses a response
within a certain period of time. This directly reflects the
characteristic behavior of bots, which remotely receive
commands from a botmaster and react accordingly. A
stateful model has the advantage that we can use less
restrictive specifications to capture both the command
and the bot response, without risking an unacceptably
high number of false positives. On the downside, our
approach also represents a possible weakness that a
botmaster can leverage to thwart detection. More precisely, a bot can delay the response to a command until
after the detection model was switched back to the first
state. This is a limitation that we share with previouslyproposed systems [17, 18]. The reader is referred to
Section 7 for a discussion of this limitation and possible solutions.

2.2 Model Generation
Given our notion of detection models, the question is
how these models can be generated automatically. As
mentioned previously, we do this based on the observation of bot activity. More precisely, for each bot binary, we first record a trace of its network activity over
a certain period of time. Based on a trace, we have to
identify those points where the bot receives a command
and responds appropriately.
This is not straightforward, since we do not want to
assume any prior knowledge about the way in which the
bots and the botmaster communicate. Also, it is possible and common that one trace contains a variety of
commands with different responses. Thus, the problem
of extracting detection models is quite different from
previous signature generation algorithms [21, 24, 28]
that simply extract common tokens from a set of network traces.

In general, there are two possible approaches to specify commands and responses in the different states of
the detection model: content-based and network-based
specifications. Content-based specifications are comparable to intrusion detection signatures. In their simplest form, they consist of a sequence of characters (i.e.,
a token) that has to be present in the network traffic.
Of course, more sophisticated alternatives are possible,
such as allowing regular expressions, or providing additional information about where a token is expected
within the network stream. Network-based specifications focus on properties of the network activity that a
host is engaged in. This is similar to anomaly detection
systems. Simple models might only take into account
the number of connections, while more sophisticated
ones can also capture properties such as the number of

Finding responses. Our key insight for being able to
identify previously unknown commands in a network
trace is that we attack the problem from the opposite
side. That is, instead of checking the traces for commands, we first look for the activity that indicates that a
response has occurred. The reason for this approach is
that a response launched by a bot is often more visible
in the network trace than an incoming command. While
a bot is in an idle state (i.e., it is not fulfilling requests
of its botmaster), the network activity is typically limited to the traffic required to participate in the botnet
(e.g., by exchanging IRC information or by polling web
pages). However, when a command is issued, the bot
has to act accordingly. This action almost always leads
to additional network activity, for example, because the
3

bot engages in scanning, downloads additional components, or sends mails. This activity stands out from the
background noise and can be detected as an anomaly.
Once a bot response is identified, it is characterized
by a behavior profile. More precisely, a behavior profile
models various properties of the network traffic that are
associated with a bot response. More details on recording bot traffic and locating responses are presented in
Section 3.
Finding commands. By scanning the trace for network anomalies, we can identify those points in time at
which a bot has demonstrated a response. As a result,
the network traffic before this point must contain the
command that has caused this response. Thus, before
each point at which a significant change in traffic behavior is detected, we extract a snippet, a small section
of the network trace.
Typically, different commands will lead to responses
that are different. Therefore, in a next step, we cluster those traffic snippets that lead to similar responses,
assuming that they contain the same command. Once
clusters of related network snippets have been identified, we search them for sets of common (string) tokens. As our results demonstrate, these tokens frequently represent the bot commands and can be used
for detection. Section 4 provides more details on the
way in which traffic snippets are clustered and analyzed
for common bot commands.
Putting it all together. Extracted tokens can be directly used to represent the bot command in the first
state of the detection model. For the second state (i.e.,
to specify the response), we leverage the network behavior profiles that characterize bot response activity.
Thus, in our current system, a bot detection model consists of a set of tokens that represent the bot command,
followed by a network-level description of the expected
response. These models can be readily deployed on the
network and can identify an infected host once this host
receives a known command and responds as expected.
Bot families. One possible strategy is to analyze the
network traces for each bot individually. In this case,
only a single bot program is considered, and similar responses are very likely caused by the same command.
However, this approach is not optimal for two reasons.
First, when checking only a single trace, there might
not be sufficient command-response pairs available to
extract meaningful signatures. The second drawback
is that due to botnet-specific artifacts (such as an IRC
channel name) present in many of the snippets, the produced token signatures would likely match traffic from
one specific botnet only. Thus, to provide sufficient
quantity and diversity of command-response pairs for

our system to generate meaningful signatures, it is desirable to combine samples from different botnets into
bot families, as long as they use the same C&C mechanism.
The partitioning of samples into bot families can be
performed either manually, based on malware names
assigned by anti-virus scanners, or based on behavioral similarities. For example, previous work has introduced host-based analysis systems that can find similar malware instances based on the system calls that
these malware programs invoke [3, 6, 33]. Moreover,
the partitioning step does not need to be perfect. Our
system can tolerate the case in which the pool of bot
network traces is polluted.
For the following discussion, we assume that the set
of bot samples has already been divided into consistent
groups. Of course, the system is neither provided with
any information about the way in which commands are
exchanged, nor how and when responses are launched.

3 Analyzing Bot Activity
In this section, we discuss how we record the bot network traffic that our system requires for generating bot
detection models, and analyze it for the presence of response activity. Once the response activity is located,
we can extract a snippet from the network traffic that
precedes the start of the response and thus, likely contains the corresponding command. Moreover, we can
collect behavior profiles, which describe the properties
of the bot response behavior.

3.1 Capturing Bot Traffic
As a first step to creating bot detection models, our
system requires captures of the network traffic that the
bot-infected machines create. To this end, we run each
bot binary in a controlled environment with Internet access for a period of several days. The goal is to let
the bot connect to its C&C mechanism and keep it running long enough to observe a representative collection
of the different bot commands and the activities they
trigger. The observed traffic should contain the most
frequently used commands, since these are the most
helpful detection targets. On the other hand, the absence of rarely used commands is acceptable, since detection models targeting these commands would also
rarely trigger when deployed.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to predict the required
amount of time to obtain such a collection. The degree
of activity of the botmaster while communicating with
4

his bot has influence on how valuable the captured traffic will be. Of course, the more activities we are able to
observe, the more useful information we have for later
processing. In our experiments, we decided to aim for
a capture period of five days. This ensures that we have
a good chance of observing a large variety of different
commands.
Because of the long runtime of the bots as well as
our desire to collect as many traces as possible, an important goal when designing the execution environment
was to support as many parallel bot instances as possible. We set up a VMware environment on a server with
two Intel Xeon 1.86GHz Quadcore processors, 8 GB of
memory, and 300 GB of Raid5 disk space. Each VM is
running a fully-patched instance of Windows XP with
service pack 2, and is able to run with as little as 64 MB
main memory. Using this setup, we are able to simultaneously run up to 50 virtual machine instances on our
server.
Each of the guest virtual machines is assigned a
static, public IP address, and infected with one bot.
All network traffic is captured on the host. Since there
are no other applications that run and generate network
traffic, the bot accounts for all observed network traffic
under its host VM’s IP address. Of course, a bot requires Internet connectivity, so that it can connect to the
command and control infrastructure and receive commands from the botmaster. However, at the same time,
we do not wish the bots that we are analyzing to engage
in serious and destructive malicious activity such as denial of service attacks. Thus, we have a firewall that
rate-limits all outbound network traffic. After each five
days capturing period, all VMs are deleted and recreated in a clean state, before the next set of bot samples
is executed.
Note that we made a deliberate decision to observe
the behavior of bots when they are connected to the actual botnet. This allows us to detect command and control traffic without any prior knowledge of the protocol
and the commands that are used between the bot and
the botmaster. Previous work [30] has proposed techniques to force bots to respond by exposing them to
a barrage of likely IRC commands. While this might
trigger a response quicker than in our case (and even
provide the correct keyword), it only works when protocol and command tokens are known.

do this by checking for sudden changes in the network
traffic (e.g., a surge in the number of packets, or the
fact that many different hosts are contacted). The assumption is that such changes indicate bot activity that
is launched when a command is received. Of course,
this implies that we can only detect bot responses (and
hence, commands) that lead to a change in network
behavior. However, most current bot responses, such
as sending spam mails, executing denial of service attacks, uploading stolen information, or downloading
additional components, fall into this category.
Of course, it is possible that there are changes in the
traffic that are not caused by commands. For example,
a scan might end when the list of victims is exhausted.
Our system will also consider the end of the scan as
a potential response, and mark the location appropriately. Fortunately, this is of little concern, because it
is likely that the subsequent analysis will fail to find
an appropriate command for this (inexistent) response.
Sometimes, however, interesting detection models can
be generated in such cases. For example, once a bot
has finished scanning, it often sends a status notification to the botmaster, which our system can extract as a
content signature.
Locating bot responses in a network trace can
be treated as a change point detection (CPD) problem. CPD algorithms operate on time series, that is,
on chronologically ordered sequences of data values.
Their goal is to find those points in time at which
the data values change abruptly. Change point detection has been used previously to recognize spreading
worms [39] and denial of service attacks [37]. However, we are not aware of any prior work that used it in
the context of botnet detection.
Before we can apply a CPD algorithm, we first have
to convert a traffic trace into a time series. To this end,
the network traffic is partitioned into consecutive time
intervals of equal length (our choice of a concrete interval length will be discussed later). Then, we compute
a numeric description in the form of a vector that represents the network traffic for each interval. For this,
we extract a number of low-level features from the network traffic. Each feature captures a different aspect
of the network traffic and translates into one element
of the vector. Currently, we consider the eight network
traffic features given in Table 1.
The characterization of bot activity is designed in
a
generic
fashion, taking into account general features
3.2 Locating Bot Responses
such as the number of packets, number of different maOnce a network trace is collected, the next step is to chines contacted, or the number of (binary) bytes in
locate the points within this trace where the bot exe- network streams. In addition, we include two features
cutes responses to previously received commands. We that are derived from our domain knowledge of com5

Number of packets
Cumulative size of packets (in bytes)
Number of different IPs contacted
Number of different ports contacted

Number of non-ASCII bytes in payload
Number of UDP packets
Number of HTTP packets (destination port 80)
Number of SMTP packets (destination port 25)

Table 1: Network features to characterize bot behavior.
v
udim
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mon bot responses: the numbers of SMTP and HTTP
packets. The reason is that sending spam mails typically results in a surge of SMTP packets. The HTTP
feature was initially considered as helpful to detect
cases in which a bot downloads additional components
via this channel. However, also currently unknown bot
activity could be captured by our features, and it is certainly easy to add additional ones.
For every time interval, we calculate a vector that
stores the absolute value for each feature. For example,
when 50 packets are seen during a certain time interval, the corresponding element of the vector (number
of packets) is set to 50. We call this vector a traffic
profile of the bot for this time interval. To be able to
compare behaviors obtained from different traces, this
vector is normalized with regard to the maximum that
was observed for the corresponding feature. This yields
a value between 0 and 1 for all vector elements.
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The ordered sequence of values d(t) forms the input
to the CUSUM algorithm. Intuitively, a change point is
a time interval t for which d(t) is sufficiently large and
a local maximum.
The CUSUM algorithm requires two parameters.
One is an upper bound (local max) for the normal,
expected deviation of the present (and future) traffic
from the past. For each time interval t, CUSUM adds
d(t) − local max to a cumulative sum S. The second
parameter determines the upper bound (cusum max)
that S may reach before a change point is reported.
To determine a suitable value for local max, we require that each individual traffic feature may deviate by
at most allowed avg dev = 0.04. Based on this, we
can
p calculate the corresponding value local max =
dim × allowed avg dev 2 . For cusum max, we
use a value of 0.25. We empirically determined the values for allowed avg dev and cusum max. However,
note that these values are robust and yield good results
for a large variety of traffic produced by hundreds of
different malware instances that belong to different bot
types (IRC, HTTP, and P2P bots).

Change point detection. Once a network trace is converted into a sequence of traffic profiles, we apply a
CPD algorithm to locate points that indicate interesting
changes in the traffic. For this, we use CUSUM (cumulative sum), a well-known, robust algorithm that is
known to deliver good results for many domains [4].
In principle, CUSUM is an online algorithm that detects changes as soon as they occur. Since we have the
complete network trace (time series) available, we can
leverage this fact and transform CUSUM into an offline algorithm. This allows CUSUM to “look into the
future” when a decision needs to be made, and thus,
yields more precise results.
The algorithm to identify change points works as follows: First, we iterate over every time interval t, from
the beginning to the end of the time series. For each interval t, we calculate the average traffic profile Pt− for
the previous ǫ = 5 time intervals and the traffic profile
Pt+ for the subsequent ǫ intervals. Then, we compute
the distance d(t) between Pt− and Pt+ . The distance
between two traffic profiles is defined as the Euclidean
distance between the corresponding vectors. More precisely:

Pt− =

2

It is possible that the cumulative sum S exceeds
cusum max for a number of consecutive time intervals. To locate the actual change point in this case, we
take that interval for which d(t) is maximal (since it is
the time interval with the greatest discrepancy between
past and future traffic composition). The precision with
which a change point can be located also depends on
the length of the time intervals. Shorter intervals increase the precision. Unfortunately, they also increase
the probability that small traffic variations (e.g., bursts)
are misinterpreted as a change point. This could introduce unwanted noise into the subsequent model generation process. To find a suitable length for the time
intervals, we experimented with a variety of values be(1) tween 20 and 100 seconds. An interval of 50 seconds
delivered the best results in our tests.
6

3.3 Extracting Model Generation Data

pets in each cluster such that elements in a group share
commonalities that can be leveraged by the token extraction algorithm.
First, to cluster similar snippets, we make the following observation: The network traffic of a bot responding to a certain command will look similar to the traffic
generated by this bot executing the same command at
some later time. On the other hand, the same bot executing a different command will generate traffic that
looks different. That is, there is a correspondence between the command that is sent and the response that
is invoked. This observation can be leveraged by clustering the snippets according to the behaviors that we
believe to be a response. That is, the goal is to find
behavior clusters, where each such cluster represents a
certain bot activity, such as a scanning period or any
other kind of distinguishable network activity. Once
such clusters have been found, we can expect that most
snippets that are part of the same cluster contain common parts that are either directly responsible for triggering the bot reaction (the command itself), or at least
always appear in order for a bot to react that way.
To identify behavior clusters, we perform hierarchical clustering [12] based on the normalized response
behavior profiles. After the clustering step, each cluster holds a set of snippets that likely contain a command
that has led to the same response. These snippets are
used to extract the model of the bot command (as described in Section 4.1). The response behavior profiles
associated with the snippets are then used to model the
response activity (as discussed in Section 4.2).

We assume that each change point indicates the time
when a bot has received a command and initiated the
corresponding response. Based on this assumption, we
leverage change points to extract two pieces of information that are needed for the subsequent model generation step.
First, we extract a snippet of the traffic that is likely
to contain the command that is responsible for the observed change. Clearly, the snippet must contain the
traffic within the time interval where the change point
is located. Moreover, we take the first 10 seconds of the
following interval. The reason is that when a change
point occurs close to the boundary between two intervals, the CPD algorithm might select the wrong one. To
compensate for this imprecision, the start of the subsequent traffic interval is included. Finally, we include the
last 30 seconds of the previous interval to cover typical
command response delays. As a result, each snippet
contains 90 seconds of traffic.
The second piece of information required for creating a detection model is a description of the response
behavior. To this end, we extract a behavior profile,
which captures the network-level activities of the bot
once a command is received. This profile consists of
the average of the traffic profile vectors over the complete period where the bot carries out its response. This
period is considered to be the time from the start of the
current response to the next change in behavior. That is,
once the network traffic changes again, we assume that
the bot has finished its task or received another command.

4.1 Command Model Generation

4 Generating Detection Models

The objective of the command model generation step
is to identify common elements in a set of network
snippets that belong to a particular behavior cluster. In
particular, we are interested in finding character strings
that appear frequently in the traffic snippets, since there
is a chance that they encode bot commands.
To extract likely bot commands from network traces,
we use a signature generation technique that produces
token sequences. A token sequence consists of an ordered set of tokens. That is, the tokens have to appear
in a certain order, but there can be arbitrary characters
between each token. Token sequences can be easily encoded as regular expressions (which can serve directly
as input to a network intrusion detection system).
To find common tokens, we use the longest common subsequence algorithm (based on suffix arrays).
Since the algorithm outputs a token sequence only if it
is present in all network traces, we cannot apply the al-

Given a set of network traffic snippets, together with
their associated response behavior profiles, we automatically generate suitable detection models. Recall
that detection models should embody the correlation
of two events: The appearance of a command in the
network traffic, and the appearance of a subsequent response. The patterns that each of the two events have
to match are represented separately in our model.
At this point, the set of snippets contains a mix of
network traffic that consists of different commands and
some contents that are specific to the C&C protocol.
For subsequent processing performed by the token extraction algorithm, we require a two-phase clustering:
First, we arrange snippets such that those are put together in a cluster that likely contain the same command. Afterwards, we group the contents of the snip7

gorithm directly. The reason is that different commands
may lead to similar responses which may be clustered
together. Furthermore, an incorrectly detected change
point can cause an unrelated snippet to become part of
a cluster. Therefore, we require a second clustering refinement step that groups similar network packet payloads within each behavior cluster. For the second clustering step, we employ a standard complete-link, hierarchical clustering algorithm to find payloads that are
similar.
The longest common subsequence algorithm is applied to each set of similar payloads, generating one
token sequence per set. Recall that the second clustering step is performed individually for each behavior
cluster. Thus, it is possible (and common) that multiple
token sequences are associated with a single behavior
cluster. Each of these token sequences represents a potential command that leads to network activity that the
corresponding response behavior profile captures.

suitable to model the expected bot response behavior
associated with the bot commands that are described by
the content-based models extracted from the snippets.
Precision optimizations. In some cases, the behavior
profile of a bot response can be exceeded by sending
only a few HTTP packets or by contacting two other
hosts. Clearly, such traffic is easily produced by regular users (e.g., surfing the web or using an instant
messaging client). Thus, we introduce minimal bounds
for certain network features. In particular, we define a
threshold of 1,000 for the number of UDP packets that
are sent within one time interval (50 seconds), 100 for
HTTP packets, 10 for SMTP packets, and 20 for the
number of different IPs. When a response profile exceeds none of these thresholds, the corresponding behavior cluster (and its token sequences) are not used
to generate a detection model. This technique removes
a small number of weak profiles that could potentially
result in a large number of false positives.

Precision optimizations. Some of the generated token
sequences may be overly generic, i.e., they are likely
to match on benign traffic frequently. We want to identify and remove these token sequences to improve the
precision of our detection models. This can be done
in an automated way by matching all generated token
sequences against known benign traffic: every match
is clearly undesirable and suggests to discard the token sequence. We recorded the traffic at the Secure
Systems Lab, a well administrated network, for a duration of one day. It is save to assume that all traffic is
benign. Furthermore, we remove all token sequences
whose longest token is shorter than five bytes. This is
done because token sequences consisting only of very
short tokens will trigger frequently just by chance, e.g.,
when large amounts of binary data are transmitted.

4.3 Mapping Models into Bro Signatures
Bro is a network intrusion detection system designed
to monitor network activity for suspicious or irregular
events [29]. One of its key features is the integrated
policy and signature scripting language, which enables
custom rules for intrusion detection. Due to its flexibility, Bro is an appropriate platform to implement our
detection models.
To map a detection model into a Bro specification,
we have to encode the model’s set of token sequences
as well as its behavior profile. For each token sequence,
one Bro signature is generated. The signature consists
of the concatenation of the individual tokens of a token
sequence, using the ’.*’ regular expression operator.
Also, each signature is restricted to match only on inbound or outbound traffic, depending on the bot traffic
it had been generated from.
When a token sequence matches, the corresponding
detection model is advanced to the second state. At
this point, Bro starts to record the traffic of the host
that triggered a signature. This is done for a duration of 50 seconds. Then, the system creates a profile
from the recorded traffic, using the following four features: number of UDP packets, number of HTTP packets, number of SMTP packets, and number of unique
IP addresses. When the observed traffic exceeds, for at
least one of these four features, the corresponding value
stored in the response profile, we consider this a match.
In that case, the host is considered to be bot-infected,
and an alert is raised.

4.2 Response Model Generation
The second part of our detection model consists of a
network-based description of the bot response. This
description should capture the kind of network activity
that is expected to be shown by a bot after the command
has been received.
The input to this step is a behavior cluster. Recall
that a behavior cluster is created by grouping similar
response behavior profiles and their associated snippets. We generate the bot response model for a behavior cluster by computing the element-wise average of
the (vectors of the) individual behavior profiles. The
result is another behavior profile vector that captures
the aggregate of the behaviors combined in the respective behavior cluster. As such, this behavior profile is
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Bot family
IRC1
IRC2
IRC3
IRC4
IRC5
IRC6

#DM
4
9
2
4
1
1

#TS
57
50
11
94
8
20

Bot family
IRC7
IRC8
IRC9
IRC10
IRC11
IRC12

#DM
8
3
3
2
11
7

#TS
53
72
17
7
35
21

Bot family
IRC13
IRC14
IRC15
IRC16
HTTP
STORM
TOTAL

#DM
2
5
3
1
2
2
70

#TS
8
38
24
1
5
110
631

Table 2: Number of detection models (DM) and token sequences (TS) for each bot family.

5 Evaluation

single one triggers to switch the model into the second
state (where it checks for suspicious response activity).
As can be seen, our system succeeded in producing at
least one detection model for each bot family. This
is particularly interesting when considering that Storm
uses encrypted commands. When examining the Storm
signatures, we observed that our system correctly identified that the byte string “.mpg;size=” is characteristic for this bot type. That is, even though we cannot precisely identify a command in the network trace,
our algorithm is able to extract specific artifacts of the
bot communication. Also, it should be noted that this
automatically-generated token sequence is very close to
the human-specified signature in Snort [34], a popular
network intrusion detection system.

The purpose of the evaluation is to demonstrate that our
system generates detection models that are capable of
detecting bot-infected hosts with a low false positive
rate.
In a first step, we collected a set of 416 different (based on MD5 hash) bot samples. We obtained
these malware programs through Anubis, a public malware analysis service [5]. Thus, the samples originate
from a wide range of sources and include bots manually submitted by users, binaries collected with the
help of honeypots and spam traps, as well as contributions from malware analysis organizations (such as
ShadowServer.org). The collection period was
more than 8 months. All bot samples were executed
in our traffic capturing environment, each producing a
traffic trace with a length of five days.
In the next step, the bot traffic traces were divided
into families of bots. This was a manual process, based
on the content of the traces. However, this step could
be automated in the future [3, 6]. The classification
process yielded a total of 16 different IRC bot families
(with 356 traffic traces) and one HTTP bot family consisting of samples of Kraken (also known as Bobax,
with 60 traffic traces). In addition, we obtained 30
network captures for the Storm Worm (also known as
Peacomm and Zhelatin), which is the most well-known
example of a botnet that uses a peer-to-peer protocol
for its C&C communication [15]. The Storm Worm
captures were separately generated at the University
of Mannheim. Thus, in total, there were 446 network
traces available as input for our detection model generation process.
Using these 446 network traces, our system produced a total of 70 detection models. A more precise
breakdown of this number for the different bot families
is shown in Table 2. The table also shows the numbers
of token sequences produced. Recall from Section 4.1
that there can be multiple token sequences associated
with a single detection model, but it is sufficient that a

5.1 Token Sequence Classification
In general, the token sequences that we found can be
divided into three groups:
The first group contains token sequences that do not
reflect a communication pattern of a bot family in a
general fashion, but that are specific to a particular
botnet or a botmaster. They include elements such
as IP addresses, host names, or IRC channel or nick
names. These signatures are able to detect specific
bot instances only. However, they are very unlikely to
match benign traffic, and besides a negligible performance penalty, they will not have any negative effect.
The second group contains token sequences that are
mostly related to the communication protocol used by
a bot, but not to commands or activities related to the
botnet itself. These token sequences are too generic
and, presumably, will match not only bot induced communication but also benign traffic. The precision optimization strategies presented in Section 4.1 efficiently
removed the weakest token sequences from this group.
The third group consists of token sequences that
actually match the commands sent by the botmaster. Sometimes, these commands are embedded between fragments of the surrounding application proto9

col (such as IRC or HTTP). However, since bots use
these protocols to exchange the commands, the signatures still correctly match the command activity in
network traffic. Also, certain signatures in this group
contain some parameter values in addition to the actual
command string (e.g., the length of a scan). The reason
is that botmasters typically use commands with only a
few different, standard parameter settings. Because the
same parameters appear in many different traces, they
are also included in the signature. This could limit the
generality of a signature. In practice, however, this is
of less concern, as the used parameter values are often
identical. This category contains the most potent token
sequences, which capture malicious C&C traffic while
at the same time rarely triggering on benign traffic.

5.2 Examples And Comparison To Handtuned Signatures
To understand the quality of our automaticallygenerated detection models, we compared them to the
human-developed bot and C&C signatures used by
Snort. This serves as an initial, qualitative assessment
to determine whether the signatures are “reasonable”
and match traffic that a human analyst would associate
with bot activity. In many cases, we found that the
signatures were very similar to the human-created references, which confirms that our approach is capable
of delivering intuitively correct results. This was true
for signatures for all three bot classes (IRC, HTTP, and
P2P) that we examined. In other cases, we found that
our signatures were overly specific, and contained artifacts of a particular bot that was analyzed (e.g., IRC
channel names, IP addresses, time stamps). However,
it is typically not problematic to include such specific
signatures. While they likely do not detect any bots,
they typically do not contribute to false alarms either.
An example of an automatically-generated detection
model for a family of IRC bots is shown in Figure 1.
The token sequence consists of three tokens that need
to be identified in an inbound IP packet. The first token (PRIVMSG #) contains a part of the IRC protocol
header for transmitting a message. This token restricts
the signature to match only on IRC traffic. The second
token (:.asc) contains the command that instructs the
receiving bot to begin scanning. The third token (5 0)
contains parameters for the scan command. At first, it
might seem that this token makes the signature overly
restrictive. However, very often, the same set of parameters is used for a command. Thus, this is not a
significant restriction. In comparison, a human-created
Snort signature matches on “PRIVMSG .*:.*asc”.
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The network behavior that needs to be matched in the
second detection phase (once the token sequence has
been identified in the traffic) requires that a host contacts more than 20 distinct IPs within a time period of
50 seconds. This reflects the scan that a bot initiates
when receiving the .asc command. Only if this second condition is fulfilled as well, the host is reported as
bot-infected.
An example signature for a family of HTTP bots is
shown in Figure 2. In contrast to IRC bots, where the
botmaster pushes the command to the bots, an HTTP
bot periodically queries the command & control server
and pulls commands. The token sequence can recognize the characteristic HTTP request issued by Kraken
bots. Since the request to (and not the response from)
the C&C server is searched for, the signature matches
on outbound traffic. The corresponding hand-tuned
Snort signature is shown in Figure 3.
Both signatures should match on (almost) the same
set of bot requests. Note that our signature contains
some additional parts that belong to the HTTP protocol. Interestingly, these artifacts implicitly encode that
the signature is supposed to match in the context of an
HTTP request, a fact that needs to be explicitly encoded
in the Snort signature. Also, our signature contains
more specific information about the typical requests issued by a bot, e.g., that certain variables are always set
to 0 in a request. Moreover, the behavior profile requires to see at least 440 HTTP packets within the observation period of 50 seconds.
The system was also successful in producing a signature for the Storm Worm (for this signature, please
refer to Figure 4). Generating signatures for this bot is
a challenging task. First, the commands are not sent
by a central server as with IRC and HTTP bots, but
the communication infrastructure relies on a peer-topeer network. Second, the botnet uses an authentication
scheme which is XOR-encrypted and afterwards, all
communication between the peers is compressed with
zlib, a data compression library. Thus, our approach
of detecting fixed tokens, which represent commands
in the network stream, seems to fail: Due to encryption
and compression, there are actually no fixed commands
we can detect. Nevertheless, our system generated a
token sequence that is also very close to the humanspecified signature in Snort (see Figure 5).
Our algorithm correctly identifies that the byte string
.mpg;size= is characteristic for this bot type and the
Snort signature also uses this specific token sequence
for detecting Storm. Thus, our signature captures the
same properties of the communication phase, and the
detection accuracy is comparable to a human-generated

signature irc1-000-2 {
dst-ip == local_nets
payload /.* PRIVMSG #.* :\.asc .*5 0 .*/
}
#DIFFERENT IPS > 20

Figure 1: Automatically-generated Bro signature and corresponding behavior profile for an IRC bot.

signature http-000-2 {
src-ip == local_nets
payload /.*GET \/reg\?u=1.*&v=187&s=.*&su=.*p=0&e=0&o=0&a=0&wr=75 HTTP\/1\.1
\x0d\x0aUser-Agent: Mozilla\/4\.0 \(compatible; MSIE 6\.0; Windows NT 5\.1\)
\x0d\x0aHost: .*/
}
#HTTP PACKETS > 440

Figure 2: Automatically-generated Bro signature and corresponding behavior profile for Kraken.

alert tcp $HOME_NET any -> $EXTERNAL_NET $HTTP_PORTS
(msg: "E4[rb] BLEEDING-EDGE BOTNET HTTP Botnet reg"; flow: established;
uricontent:"/reg?u="; nocase; content:"&v="; nocase; within: 15;
content:"&s="; nocase; within: 15; content:"&su="; nocase; within: 15;
content:"&p="; nocase; within: 15; classtype: trojan-activity;
reference:url,www.honeynet.org/papers/bots; sid:2001899; rev:7; )

Figure 3: Hand-tuned Snort signature for a family of HTTP bots.

signature storm_u2-000-12 {
src-ip == local_nets
payload /.*\.mpg;size=.*/
}
#DIFFERENT IPS > 438 || #UDP PACKETS > 7445 || #SMTP PACKETS > 1720

Figure 4: Automatically-generated Bro signature and corresponding behavior profile for the Storm Worm.

alert udp $HOME_NET 1024:65535 -> $EXTERNAL_NET 1024:65535
(msg:"E7[rb] BOTHUNTER Storm(Peacomm) Peer Coordination Event
[SEARCH RESULT]"; content:"|E311|"; depth:5; rawbytes;
pcre:"/[0-9]+\.mpg\;size\=[0-9]+/x"; rawbytes;
classtype:bad-unknown; sid:9910013; rev:99;)

Figure 5: Hand-tuned Snort signature for the Storm Worm.

signature irc6-003-0 {
dst-ip == local_nets
payload /.*:x\.hub\.x 332 .*##russia## :
=PIzNr8sXrm9CDF43axRn\+tNXcpoePVswOp3KTBdze\+6iX7Af3qMy34Y7W5pm.*/
}
#DIFFERENT IPS > 27

Figure 6: Automatically-generated detection model for an IRC bot using encrypted communication.
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signature. Even if we cannot precisely identify a command in the network trace, our algorithm is able to
extract characteristic artifacts of the bot communication. Furthermore, this signature confirms that we do
not depend on knowledge about the actual communication protocol of the bot, but can generate signatures for
arbitrary botnets.
The behavior profile reflects the participation in the
P2P network, which comes with a high number of contacted IP addresses as well as with a high number of
UDP packets. Also, it captures the fact that Storm is
frequently used for sending spam mails. The profile requires to observe within a time period of 50 seconds
more than 438 different contacted IPs, or more than
7,445 UDP packets, or more than 1,720 SMTP packets.
Moreover, we have generated a number of signatures
for bots that use encrypted and obfuscated commands
over IRC. An example is shown in Figure 6. Instead
of using plain IRC, these botnets send the commands
over IRC in an encrypted form. That is, the botmaster
encrypts the command using a specific key and sends
it to the IRC channel. Each bot has the decryption key
embedded in the binary, decrypts the command, and
then executes it.
The token sequence contains botnet specific IRC
header artifacts like the channel name and a part of the
user name. Also it contains the byte sequence ’332’,
which indicates that an IRC topic message should be
matched. The command itself is not intelligible for a
human. However, the behavior profile which requires
the observation of at least 27 different IP addresses
points toward a scan.

5.3 Detection Capability
To obtain a quantitative measure for the capability of
our detection models to identify bot-related traffic, we
decided to split our set of 446 network traces into training sets and test sets. Each training set contained 25%
of one bot family’s traces, while the corresponding test
set contained the remaining ones. We used the training
sets to generate a new set of detection models. Then,
this new set of models was loaded into Bro, and we analyzed the traffic traces in the test sets. In total, this
procedure was performed four times per family (fourfold cross validation).
Our system reported a bot infection for 88% of the
analyzed traces. The remaining 12% of traces did not
trigger even a token sequence match. For all traces that
did lead to at least one token sequence match, the be12

havior profile matching phase triggered as well, thus,
correctly confirming the bot infection.
To further put the detection results into context, we
decided to perform a comparison between our system
and BotHunter [17]. BotHunter is the current stateof-the-art tool for detecting individual bot infections.
The system uses a number of phases that model different aspects of the bot life cycle (such as spreading, C&C, and malicious activity). To detect bot commands, BotHunter relies on manually-developed signatures (mainly the database of Snort and some custom signatures). To determine the performance of
BotHunter, we ran its latest version (v1.0.2, with default settings) on all 446 bot traffic traces. BotHunter
identified signs of bot infections for 69% of the traces.
The automatically generated signatures produced by
our system thus outperform BotHunter by nearly 20%.

5.4 Real-World Deployment
To analyze the amount of false positives that our detection models generate, we extensively evaluated our
system in two real-world network environments. More
precisely, we deployed one Bro sensor with our detection models in front of the residential homes of RWTH
Aachen University and one sensor at a Greek university
network. In Aachen, our system monitored a denselypopulated /21 network (2K IPs) for a duration of 55
days. In Greece, we monitored a medium-populated
/20 network (4K IPs) for 102 days. On average, we
observed about 40 million packets per hour in Aachen,
while the number in Greece was about 17 million packets. Thus, our experimental evaluation comprises the
analysis of traffic in the order of 94 billion network
packets over a period of over three months at two different sites in Europe.
The results of our evaluation are summarized in Table 3. Our deployment in Aachen yielded no alerts at all
over a duration of two months. There were 130 token
sequence matches, which were all correctly invalidated
by the behavior profile matching phase. This demonstrates the importance of the second phase of our detection models: Random token sequence matches do
not lead to an alert, because without the expected bot
response, the behavior profile will not be matched.
In the Greek network, our system raised only few
alerts, and over a period of over three months, reported
a total of 11 hosts (IPs) as bot-infected. These 11 hosts
were responsible for 60 alerts. To verify whether these
alerts are false positives or indications of true bot infections, we performed manual analysis of the traffic
that caused the alarms. In most cases, this led us to the

Aachen
Greece
BotHunter
BotHunter w/o Blacklist

IP space
2,048
4,096
4,096
4,096

Packets/hour
40M
17M
17M
17M

Days
55
102
6
6

IPs flagged
0
11
60
5

Total alerts
0
60
5,849
60

Alerts/day
0
0.59
974.34
10.00

Table 3: Results from real-world deployments.

Detection (true positive) rate on bot traces
Incorrectly detected IPs in real-world traffic (false positives)

Our detection models
88%
11

BotHunter
69%
60

Table 4: Comparison of the detection performance of our detection models vs. BotHunter.
conclusion that an alarm was a false positive. This is
also supported by the fact that both networks are wellmaintained and bot infections are very rare. However,
a definite decision is difficult to make, since we did not
have access to the actual hosts.
Typically, all machines that are reported as bot infected must be manually inspected. Thus, it is important that the system does not overload the administrator
with incorrect warnings. Considering the average number of alerts per day that our system reports as well as
the number of reported IP addresses (shown in Table 3),
we believe that this goal is clearly met.
Again, in order to compare our results with the
current state-of-the-art BotHunter, we deployed a
BotHunter sensor in the Greek network (we did not obtain permission to install such a sensor in Aachen). Unfortunately, due to performance limitations, we could
run either BotHunter or our system on the machine that
was provided to us, but not both systems at the same
time. Thus, we deployed BotHunter for a period of
only six days. Nevertheless, we feel that this period
is sufficiently long to draw meaningful conclusions.
The comparison with BotHunter is instructive. We
can see that an off-the-shelf BotHunter installation reports almost one thousand alerts per day. Within a period of only six days, 60 different IP addresses are reported as bot infected, each of which would require
manual inspection. Given this very high number of
false alerts, we investigated the reasons and even attempted to tweak BotHunter to improve its performance. On closer inspection of the alerts, we observed
that a significant amount of them are due to two components (phases). These rely on blacklists of known
DNS names and IP addresses that are related to malware domains and C&C servers. In an attempt to reduce the amount of BotHunter’s false positives, we disabled these two components. An accordingly modified
Bothunter setup produced only 10 alerts per day, report13

ing a total of 5 IP addresses as bot infected during the
six day period. While, in contrast to the off-the-shelf
setup, the amount of alerts is now manageable by a human administrator, BotHunter still does not reach the
low number of false alerts our system generates.
Additionally, disabling the two components that are
responsible for the vast majority of false alerts has a
significant negative impact on BotHunter’s detection
capabilities. When rerunning the experiments on the
bot traces using the modified version of BotHunter, the
number of bots that BotHunter detects drops to only
39%.
Finally, a large fraction (89%) of the alerts raised
by our system in the real-world deployments were triggered by only three different detection models. The situation is different for BotHunter: We observed 155 different matching BotHunter C&C signatures during the
evaluation in the Greek network. This large diversity of
matching signatures makes it difficult to disable a few
BotHunter models that are responsible for the bulk of
false positives.
We present a summary of the results of our evaluation in Table 4. Our automatically generated detection
models clearly outperform the state-of-the-art solution
for single bot detection, BotHunter, which relies on signatures hand-crafted by human experts.

6 Related Work
Malware, and botnets in particular, pose a significant
threat to the security of the Internet. As a result, there
has been a strong interest in the research community to
develop adequate defense solutions. This paper touches
on a number of related research areas.
Network intrusion detection. The purpose of network
intrusion detection systems (IDS) is to monitor the network for the occurrence of attacks. Clearly, this is very

similar to the purpose of our detection models that analyze network traffic for the presence of signs that indicate bot-infections. In fact, we directly encode our
detection models in the signature language of Bro [29],
a well-known, network-based IDS.
Of course, both the ideas of content-based analysis and modeling network-level properties to detect
anomalies are not new. Content-based analysis has
been used by signature-based IDSs (such as Snort [34]
or Bro) for years. Also, network-level properties (such
as the number of flows that were transferred) have been
used extensively to model normal network traffic and
to detect deviations that indicate attacks [25]. Our proposed work complements existing network-based IDSs
by automatically generating the inputs needed by these
systems to detect machines that are infected by bots.
Signature generation. As part of our detection model
generation, we extract token signatures from network
traffic. Research on such automated signature generation started with the work on Early Bird [35] and Autograph [21], and has later been extended with Polygraph [28] and Hamsa [24]. Of course, extracting command tokens is only a small part of the entire model
generation process. In fact, we first have to record bot
activity, identify likely bot responses, extract the corresponding traffic snippet, and cluster them based on
behavioral similarities. Only then can we extract common tokens, using an improved version of previous algorithms.
General malware detection. Since bots are a certain
type of malware, previous work in identifying malicious code is directly relevant. The most common approach to fight malicious software are commercial antivirus scanners. Anti-virus scanners mostly rely on syntactic signatures that match parts of known malware
samples. As a result, these systems cannot identify previously unknown malware programs or simple variations of existing ones [8].
To address the limitations of signature-based malware detection, researchers have proposed behaviorbased techniques. These techniques attempt to characterize a program’s behavior in a way that is independent
of its binary representation. Christodorescu et al. use
static program analysis techniques to identify semantically equivalent operations in malware variants [9]. Because malware authors can use code obfuscation techniques or self-modifying code, static malware analysis is difficult [27]. To address this shortcoming, researchers have proposed dynamic approaches [22, 40]
that monitor the execution of a program to identify malicious behaviors.
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While the aforementioned techniques are powerful in
detecting even previously unknown malware instances,
they require extensive analysis of each suspicious program. This not only incurs a considerable performance
overhead, it also requires that the analysis system is installed on every machine that should be protected. With
the system presented in this paper, we generate detection models that can be deployed on a whole network
to check for bot-infected hosts.
Botnet analysis and defense. In addition to general research on malware detection, there is work that specifically focuses on the analysis [10, 13, 19, 30] and detection [7, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 32] of botnets.
A number of botnet detection systems perform horizontal correlation. That is, these systems attempt to
find similarities between the network-level behavior of
hosts. The assumption is that similar traffic patterns
indicate that the corresponding hosts are members of
the same botnet, receiving the same commands and
reacting in lockstep. While initial detection proposals [18, 20] relied on some protocol-specific knowledge
about the command and control channel, subsequent
techniques [16, 32] remove this shortcoming. The main
limitation of systems that perform horizontal correlation is that they need to observe multiple bots of the
same botnet to spot behavioral similarities (with small
exceptions [18]). This is significant because botnets decrease in size [10], it becomes more difficult to protect
small networks, and a botmaster can deliberately place
infected machines within the same network range into
different botnets.
A second line of research explored vertical correlation, a concept that describes techniques to detect individual bot-infected machines based on suspicious communication characteristics [7, 14]. The most advanced
system is BotHunter [17], which correlates the output
of three IDS sensors – Snort [34], a payload anomaly
detector, and a scan detection engine. A closer analysis of the results reveals that the detection capability of
BotHunter strongly relies on the human-created Snort
rules. Our system, on the contrary, generates detection
models completely automatically. Moreover, the stages
that are used by BotHunter to characterize the life cycle of a bot focus on scanning and remote exploiting.
Our system, on the contrary, does not rely on a specific
bot propagation strategy and does not require previous
knowledge about command and control channels.
Independently and concurrently to our work, a recent
paper [19] has presented the idea of running bots in a
controlled environment (called Botlab). The proposed
system is similar to ours in that bots are executed and
monitored. The difference is that Botlab is exclusively

focused on spam botnets and uses the monitored activity (in addition to other inputs) to produce information
about spam mails (such as malicious URLs in the mail
body). However, the approach does not provide any information about bot commands or responses, and it is
not designed to detect bot infected machines.

unique characteristic of bots, the fact that they receive
commands from the botmaster and respond appropriately. Our system observes the behavior of bots executed in a controlled environment, and automatically
derives signatures for the commands that a bot can receive, as well as network-level specifications for the responses that these commands trigger. Our approach relies neither on the propagation vector, nor on any prior
7 Limitations
knowledge about the communication channel used by
the bot. As a result, we can generate models for IRC
Although our current system is able to effectively de- bots, HTTP bots, and even P2P bots such as Storm. We
tect real-world botnets, we note that it has several limi- have applied our system to a number of real-world bots,
tations, which we discuss in this section.
demonstrating that we can automatically extract accuTo evade detection, a botmaster may instruct his bots rate detection models. Our evaluation shows that our
to wait for a certain amount of time before reacting system outperforms BotHunter, which heavily relies on
to the command (i.e., he might launch a threshold at- hand-tuned signatures.
tack [36]). As a result, our analysis could miss the
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